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A b s t r a c t

The work is devoted to the projeot of the system of geodetic 
information processing. This system should assure current estima
tion of parameters included in a given geodetic system, as well as 
the estimation of their mean errors and mutual correlations. 
According to the project, the system is based on the .Yiener-Kalman 
filtering equations, which make it possible, among others, to pro
cess the observational data currently as they become available, to 
enlarge the system of geodetic parameters, and to obtain new solu
tions through combination of various partial solutions.

S t r e s z c z e n i e

Praca dotyczy projektu systemu przetwarzania informaoji geode- 
zyjnych, który ma zapewnić uzyskiwanie bieżących ocen parametrów 
przyjętym układzie geodezyjnym, a także ocen ich błędów środnich i 
wzajemnych korelaoji. System taki, w myśl projektu, opiera sir n. 
równaniach filtrujących ï/ienera-Kalmana, które pozwalają m. in. na 
bieżące przetwarzanie danych obserwacyjnych w miarę ich napływu, 
dołączanie nowych parametrów geodezyjnych do istniejącego układu, 
a także na uzyskiwanie nowych rozwiązań w wyniku kombinacji różnych 
rozwiązań fragmentarycznych.

C o a e p x a H w e

PaOoTa nocsameHa ripoeicTy cucTewu s ;ih oCpafioTKH reo£e3!mecKmc 
HHijopwauKH, KOTopaa som m a o<5ecneMHTŁ Teicyiune ouernui napaweTpoB b 
npnHHTOfi reoae3wwecKon c u cT eae , a  Tansce oueHKH hx cpesm ix  K B aapam - 
wecKMX oüiii(5ok h BsanuHHX îcoppejiHUHiî. CoraacHO npoeKTy, TaKan cuctc-  
ua  ocHoaaHa Ha d)HJiŁTpy»mix ypaaHemiHx Bweiiepa-KajitMaHa, KOTopue
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aawT 303M03SH0CTŁ, uenay  npoMHM, oTsejiBHO oöpaoaTHBaTL KaKsoe Haójno- 
aem ie, npiicoejmHHTB HOBbie napaiieipH k cymecTByiomeîî reoae3HwecKoî! 
CHCTeMe, a TaKse nojiy^aTB H03bie peaemiH nyTëM KOMÓiiHupoBamiH pa3HHx 
qacTimHbtx pemeHiitł.



1. THE OBJECTIVES

The basic purpose of processing the observational data of a 
satellite geodesy campaign is determination of the values of cer
tain geodetic parameters, as well as of the values of elements of 
a variance-oovariance matrix related to these parameters, for such 
a matrix gives a oomplete estimation of accuracy of the solution. 
One of important and tirne-oonsuming points of the numerical pro
cedure, which is usually applied for this purpose, is Inverting 
a matrix of an order equal to the number of parameters. The solu
tion obtained in this way is in a sense closed, which means for 
example that updating it by new observations or including new pa
rameters to the system is rather difficult since it implies a fresh 
calculation of the matrix inverse.

Observational data of several campaigns, like STANDARD EARTH 
1966 and 1969 and EURAFRIQUE, together with some auxiliary data, 
have already led to the determination of various sets of geodetic 
parameters. However, there remains a need for mutual comparisons 
and connections of these solutions, as well as for continuous up
dating as new data become available.

Some of objectives for connections of various geodetic solu
tions are:

- to obtain as aocurate as possible information on the size 
and shape of the Earth and on structure of its gravity field,

- to analyse accuracies of tracking systems,
- to unify the scale units resulting from different physical 

constant? (the velocity of light, the GM, the surface measurements),
investigate continental drifts,

- fco investigate tlme-changes of the gravitational field.
There are also the following aspects of updating the solu

tions s
1/ current processing of incoming observational data,
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2/ including new parameters, e*g. the positions of new obser
ving stations,

3/ processing of various kinds of information, e.g.s
- photographic, laser and other observations to satelli
tes,

- astronomical, geodetic and gravimetric surface measure
ments,

- other sets of geodetic parameters,
- deep space probes data,
- information resulting from future experiments as satel

lite altimetry, satellite-to-satellite observations, 
radio interferometry.

An adopted numerical process should possess some "flexibility" 
to meet the above purposes. This may be gained by means of the 
method of filtering equations, described in details in Section 3«
As opposed to the method of normal equations, this method does 
not require calculation of the matrix inverse of the system. It 
consists, instc..5,in calculating some corrections to the vector 
of parameters and to the variance-covariance matrix resulting from 
each observation processed separately. Some additional properties 
of these equations make it possible, in a quite simple way, to 
enlarge the set of parameters, if only thi3 enlargement does not 
change the existing mathematical model, i.e. if new parameters do 
not depend on already processed observations. The method can also 
take into the account all correlations that may occur in the data 
systems.

The homogeneous and consistent form of geodetic intormation, 
and algorithms for its processing and use, is planned as the system 
GIPÎ.iAR (Geodetic Information Processing, Maintenance and Retrieval), 
the idea of which is given in Section 2. The last section of this 
paper relates to some practical investigations that can be perfor
med with GIPMAR, and to the general use of the ISAGEX data.

It is assumed that in its pracital application GIPMAR will 
use a digital equipment which will be able to store and process 
large data structures.
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2. THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF GIK.'_\ i

A general idea of GIPUAR and some relations between its com
ponents are shown on Fig. 1. GIPMAR consists of:

- the Algorithmic System, AIS,
- the PArametric System, PAS,
- the OBservational System, OBS.
AIS and PAS are sets of algorithms and of current value of 

parameters with their accuracy estimations, respectively, ana 
they relate to a given particular solution (Section 2.1 and 2.2). 
The mutual consistency between the physical meanings of parameter;, 
of a given PAS and algorithms and numerical methods used in a ;i- 
ven AIS, is expressed by a DEFINITION. It should define, for 
example, the kinds of source information - information to be pro
cessed, the kinds of object information - information resulting 
from the values of parameters, the physical meaning of parameters, 
and also it should give the adopted values of physical constants. 
Any given ALS can be used with respect to different PAS'es, and 
any given PAS can be succesively improved by means of different 
AlS'es, if only for a given pair of AIS and PAS there exists a 
consistent DEFINITION.

The observational system; OBS is a list of all observations 
included in GIPMAR in their original form and with their appropria
te DEFINITIONS which for example in the case of photographic obser
vations may be a list of reference stars. OBS should make it possi
ble to update the set of parameters on the ground of old observa
tions when there is a need to apply a new mathematical model.

2.1. The Algorithmic System AIS

The AIS includes algorithms for geodetic information processi 
in the form of programs for digital computers. According to their 
purposes one can distinguish the following groups of these algo
rithms :

- Source Information Reduction and Analysis, SIRA,
- INformation Filtering, INFIL,
- INformation RETrieval, INRET.
The algorithms of SIRA are intended for the initial processing 

of observations and for their preparation in the form suitable for
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INFIL. E.g. in the case of photographic observations, this consists 
in an astrometric processing. SIRA may include also algorithms 
for analysis of an internal accuracy of observations, for ellimi- 
nation of spurious data, ate.

The IOTIl uses the method 9f filtering equations to process 
inco'ir.j pieces of information and to improve in this way the 
values of parameters of a given PAS. Incoming information may be 
a source information (an observation), as well as an information 
contained in other PAS'es that satisfy the DEFINITION. Algorithms 
of INFIL may also cause enlargement of a set of parameters of a 
given PAS.

The algorithms of INRET are intended for transforming the 
values of parameters of a given PAS into object information most 
suitable for interpretation of the results or for further analysis. 
Algorithms such as checking of calculations or accuracy analyses 
may also be included in INRET.

The first of the solution updating aspects, listed in Sec. 1, 
the ourrent processing of observational data, is met by the method 
of filtering equations itself. The second aspect, i.e., the enlar
gement of the set of parameters, may be performed using a special 
property of the filtering equations, described in Section 3« The 
third aspect, processing of new types of information, may require, 
however, including some new algorithms to SIRA or codifying the 
present algoritnms. Any modification of INRET depends mainly on 
physical meanings of the parameters and on kinds of object infor
mation. Modifications of SIRA and INRET cause, in general, an 
enlargement of the scope of the DEFINITION.

2.2. The Parametric System PAS

The PAS consists of current values of parameters with their 
complete estimation of accuracy, including correlations. The system 
consists of:

- the PArameter Vector, PAV,
- the variance-COVariance matrix of parameters, GOV,
- the set of some ADditional PARameters, ADPAR, which may 

include: the weighted sum of squared deviations of observations, 
the index and current number of parameters, and the number of obser
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vations that have already been processed.
According to the adopted DEFINITION there may exist (i) an 

universal PAS, i.e. a PAS that is a complex solution on the 
ground of all aocesible geodetic information and related to a 
global set of parameters, (ii) separate PAS'es for various geode
tic methods, e.g. for geometric me- :ods wita different scaling 
bases, (iii) local PAS'es with respect to veo rapaic regions, as 
well as a number’ of PAS'es resulting from combinations of both 
last types, livery PAS being a separate, currently improved solu
tion, should be permanently stored in a form suitable for digital 
computers.

D3FIHIII0JT may take into the account different types of para
meters included in a given PAS. It seems, however, that 3houlc oe 
accepted the following as the standard geodetic parameters, lading 
it possible to derive other quantities of actual interest:

- the cartesian coordinates of observing stations in a defined 
system, ana

- -che harmonics of the gravitational field of the Karth.
For various combination solutions on the round of different 

PAS'es as well as for different kinds of source information, it 
may be necessary to include also other kinds of parameters as 
transformation coefficients of different coordinate systems (twist, 
displacement, chanre of a 3cale) or quantities lescribing tine- 
variations of the gravitational field.

2.3. The functional description

The main principles of GIPilAR operation are given on Fi^. 2 
by showing an information flow between elements of the systen.

A piece of source information is an observation that may come 
from the 0B3 or directly from the data list of a ;iven experiment 
- in the latter case an observation should be registered in the 
OBS. An initial processing of this observation is perforrid by 
SIRA. Besit. . of some constants, which are necessary for this pro
cessing and are included in the DEFUH2IQII, the SIRA may require 
some additional pieces of information that come from the PAS, as 
for example a po-'t-ion of an observing station.

Using an initially processed observation or a piece of infor
mation contained in another PAS, the INFIL applies the method of
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filtering equations to calculate corrections to the PAV and COV of 
the currently being improved PAS. These corrections depend also on 
the current values of the elements of PAV and COV. Besides of the 
parameters which are Included in the given PAS, the IÎTFIL may make 
use of some additional parameters like satellite positions at the mo
ments of simultaneous observations or orbital elements. Values of 
these parameters give . o direct geodetic information but a kind of 
intermediate one, and hence they are not included in a PAS. These 
parameters are treated in a special way by the method of filtering 
equations, as described in Section 3«

Information contained in a PAS can be trensformed into object 
information by means of IHRET. Object information is in principle 
a final result and it my consist of, e.g., station positions with 
their error ellipsoids, directions and/or distances of lines con
necting given pair3 of observing stations, gravitational anomalies 
and geoidal heights with respect to a given ellipsoid of reference, 
etc.

3. THE MATHEMATICAL BASIS

The filtering equations, the mathematical basis for INFIL, re
sult from the Wiener - Kalman theory of stochastic estimation. In 
a static case, i.e. when parameters do not depend on time, the fil
tering equations for the least-squares estimation of parameters ha
ve been derived in a quite simple way by LEE in [ll and they have 
the form:

(3.1)
f  xk+1 = ^  + pk (ocTpk 00 + 1 (z “ ocTxk)

v A n  - pk - rk <*- * s2>"1 .

The individual symbols stand here for: 
z - the column-vector of parameters,
P - the variance-covariance matrix related to x,
oc - the column-vector of partial derivatives of the observed

quantity with respect to individual components of x, i.e. 
the coefficients of the observation equation, 

a - the result of an .observation,
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p
C - the variance of an observation.
The Indices k and k+1 refer to succesivc steps of improvement of 
the solution.

TThe term xfc is an estimate of the observed quantity based 
on the k-th estimation of the vector x. Hence (:: - ot-Txk) is a 
deviation of the observation from its expected value. This deviation 
includes measurement errors as well as errors resulting from imper
fection of estimation of x. . Both of them are taken into the account 
by the variance of an observation 6 and by the variance-covariancemmatrix P^, respectively. As the effect of the latter on <=C x,_
expresses the scalar c*.TPk <*- , the quantity + 62)-1 is a
weight of an observation deviation and it depends on current estic - 
tes of parameters. Similarly the expressions

(3.2) ¿C(0t-Tpic0<- + 6 2)~1 (z - o^Txk)2

gives the current, i.e. including the new observation, value of the 
function to be minimized according to the main principle of the least 
squares.

One of the numerical advantages of the filtering equations (3.1) 
consists in that their use do not require any calculation of the 
matrix inverses. Instead of that some matrix manipulations like addi
tion and multiplication are to be performed which lead to calculation 
of corrections to xk and Pfe based on new information contained 
in z and oC .

An important property of equations (3*1) with respect to GIPwAR 
results from the fact that corrections to the vector of parameters 
and to the variance-covariance matrix are independent of these 
elements of xfc and Pk which do not influence the being processed 
observation, i.e. which correspond to the zero-components of <=C .
This property allows:

1° - to treat in a special manner some additional parameters 
which may appear in observational equations but which are not inclu
ded in the PAS, and

2° - to include in a given PAS some new parameters which do not 
depend on observations that have already been processed (e.g. posi
tions of new observing stations).
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In the first case the additional parameters with their varian
ces and covariances may appear in the filtering process temporarily, 
i.e. they may appear as elements of x and P during only those 
steps of improvement when the observations being processed depend 
on these parameters. Observations should be arranged then in a cer
tain order - all observations depending on the same additional para
meters should be procc. ed directly one after the other. Y/hen coning 
to a new group of observations, which depend on new additional para
meters and do not depend on previous ones, the physical meanings of 
corresponding elements of x and P, as well as their values,should 
be changed accordingly. From the above mentioned property it follows 
that 3uch routine has no effect on values of basic parameters and 
their covariances.

Enlargement of a PAS may be achieved by attaching new elements 
to x and P, fixing their initial values, and processing some new 
observations to connect nev/ parameters to the whole system. Such an 
enlargement is possible only if it is consistent with the present 
mathematical model. If it is not so, for example when attaching new 
harmcaics to the potential expansion, then the arising new mathema
tical mo-el may require the "old", observational data to bo proces
sed anew.

The equt *ons (.5.1) may be applied if the observations to be 
processed are not mutually correlated. However, if they are correla
ted within certain ¡¿roups, as for example two equatorial coordinates 
of a given satellite position, one can use a slightly more general 
form of the filtering equations:

r xk+i = xk + v  uTpkA + s ) ~1 (z - a% )
(3 .3 ) j

l pk+i * pk - v  (A' V + s>"1 Alpk

Here the meanings of x and P are the same as in (3.1), and:
A - denotes the matrix of partial derivatives of observed quantities 

with respect to pai'ameters (or the matrix of coefficients of the 
observation equations)} the number of rows is equal to the num
ber of paramaters, and the number of columns corresponds to the 
nutter of observed quantities within a given group}
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z - the column-vector of results of observation;
S - the variance-covariance matrix, corresponding to
Like in (3.1 )i the indices ¿: and k+1 refer to ¿uccesive ;;tepo
of improvement. The equations (3.3) completely satisfy TIKI,Siva's
rules [2] for processing correlated observations.

All term3 of (3.3) have the meanings very close to thoje of
(3.1), with (ArPkA + s)- ' as a non-diajonal (in :_er.er.-.l) weighting 
matrix of the vector of deviations (z - A x^J. At the moment of the 
(k+1)-st step of improvement the value of the minimized function i3 
equal to:

When using (3.3) the order of a matrix to be inverted i3 usual
ly much less than the order of the variance-covariance matrix of 
parameters. It may not, however, be less than the number of correla
ted observations within a given group.

The equations (3.3) may be also applied for processing diffe
rent PAS'es to obtain some combination solutions. As z and S 
there should appear the PAV's and OOV's of those PAS'es, respecti
vely, and elements of A should express differential relations 
between the parameters of each input FAS and the parameters of the 
being improved PAS; x and P should correspond to PAV and COV of 
the new PAS.

Any combined solution is equivalent to the solution tfc t  could 
be obtained by direct processing of the 3arae observations and with 
the same parameters 33 in partial solutions. The combined solution 
may be then improved by direct processing of incoming observations.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A general idea of GIPKAR and its applications tends towards an 
establishment of an uniform and world-wide reference system of geo
detic parameters. This can be done by combining some present deter
minations like both STANDARD BARTHS (D 1 ,[-Q ) and EURAFHIwUE ([6]), 
and making use of data of future experiment3, like ISAGiiX [5l, as 
well as of other sources of information. In practice, a very big
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scopc of a work like this could be partitioned between several 
agencies that Would cooperate according to their own interests and 
possibilities, and then more-and-more general solutions could be 
obtained through combination of the partial solutions. Connections 
between these could also serve for investigation of some special 
phenomena like' continental drift, inconsitency of the scale bases 
oi' time-variation? of the gravitational potential.

Involving so many research centres and observing stations,and 
for nany observational methods and research programs as indicated 
in f , the ISAGEX campaign seems to be particularly well suited 
as a step for establishment of a geodetic reference system, as well 
as for investigation of the special phenomena. As starting points 
of this,the partial solutions may consist in the works like the 
baseline laser determinations £6j, and their further expansions,or 
determination of vectors of the ARCTIC-ANTARCTIC polygon Csl.

A global geodetic system was in the past a subject of analyses 
and rojccts by several authors, e.g. by Prof. ZHOiiGOLOVICII [7]*
The a plication of the method of filtering equations makes it pos
sible to maintain uniform accuracy of such a system by processing 
new observations according to analysis of the variance-covariance 
matrix, as well as to include nev/ observing stations to gain their 
optimal distribution. A reference system like this could also serve 
for connecting to it some typically local results as the stellar 
triangulation of Finland f9]. This may be rather important to such 
local works and also, in some cases, it may locally strelighten the 
global system itself.
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